
14 Reviews
5Exceptional!

Awesome Time Highly Recommend
5/5 Stayed Feb 2023
Louis S.

The staff is very helpfully with everything. It is like staying at a resort But it is just you & your family &
Friends We Loved it

Published Mar 3, 2023

Perfect family trip
5/5 Stayed Feb 2023
Nancy W.

Our family of 21-ages 3 months to 66-just finished a perfect vacation at Polaris Pointe. The house and
grounds were absolutely beautiful !!! The views are incredible, both from the front and back . The
swimming pool is the largest we have ever had at a rental home. The grandchildren had a ball in it
every day. Bob and Will were so helpful answering all my many questions before we got there and
then Roosevelt was there to help us in any way we needed . He was always so pleasant and cheerful
and he went out of his way to make our trip perfect ! Chef Brady and Sherlyn cooked delicious
breakfast and dinner meals for us. The stuffed chicken, lobster , and pork chops were unbelievable .
We took a wonderful day trip with Lyric Sails. Captain Mike and Brett were so kind and
accommodating. Mermaid Beach at the Buccaneer Resort was amazing and the food was delicious. If
you are looking for a trip your family will always remember, go to Polaris Pointe!

Published Feb 21, 2023

Host’s response:
Nancy: Thank you for your kind review! It was an absolute delight and pleasure to have you and
your family stay with us. We believe we have the most beautiful house in the Virgin Islands and
some of the most amazing views in the Caribbean. It’s so nice when people visit and enjoy the
home as much as we do. We hope to have you back with your entire family sometime soon -
thank you for staying with us!



We will be finishing out the putting green and driving range this Spring, so that families can enjoy
putt putt with her grandkids or the adults can enjoy driving a few balls into the valley. We worked
with the pros who work for Top Golf to build out the putting green. We’re glad you enjoyed the
pool as well. At 902 ft.². It’s one of the largest pools that you’re going to find at a private
residence. Again, thank you for staying with us , Nancy, as we hope to have you back soon.

Bob, Will, and Roosevelt . .

Paradise found!
5/5 Stayed Oct 2022
Mike B. Boise

We had a fabulous trip to St Croix. 14 of our closest friends spent 8 days at the Polaris. House is big
enough that no one felt crowded plenty of room for sitting and reading a book The 360-degree views
are truly unbelievable. Buck Island and Hamilton's are two highlights and should not be missed. Bob
and Roosevelt were hands on the entire week.

Published Nov 2, 2022

Host’s response:
Thank you Mike for your compliments. It was indeed a pleasure to have you and your friends as
our guests at The Polaris Pointe! We hope to have you and your friends back sometime soon. We
agree with you that we have one of the most beautiful views on the island of St Croix. And sailing
out to Buck Island with Cap’n Carl and dining with Keisha at Hamilton’s are two of the most
enjoyable experiences on the island as well. We are continuing to strive to become the very best
villa in the Virgin Islands. We wish you all the best during the holidays and look forward to seeing
you again soon!

Bob and Marc and Roosevelt

Excellent
5/5 Stayed Oct 2022
Micah N.

Beautiful and comfortable property and owners who were always willing to communicate. Roosevelt
was always willing and able to assist us with anything we needed.



Published Oct 14, 2022

Host’s response:
Thank you Micah for your review! It was our pleasure to have had you and your family at The
Polaris Pointe. Roosevelt is the best host and property manager in all of the Virgin Islands! We
are very fortunate to have him. Have a wonderful holiday! Thank you. 😀

Bob Marc and Roosevelt.

2022 Family Vacation
5/5 Stayed Aug 2022
Brittany H.

Our St.Croix family vacation was amazing!!!

When we first stumbled upon this property it almost seemed too good to be true. Polaris Point had
great ocean views from all areas of the house, the space was amazing with enough bedrooms,
bathrooms and not to forget the pool and patio was an awesome area for the family entertainment.
Destiny our chef was amazingly talented and made our family wonderful meals during our stay.
Roosevelt and Team were amazing and provided us with a warm welcome. They were all attentive,
easy to get ahold of and very accommodating which we greatly appreciated.

Unfortunately we did have some unexpected downfalls that occurred, which greatly inconvenienced
my family but the house manager did what he could to rectify the issues during our stay. The owner
could have been more empathetic to our concerns and the upkeep of the property could have been
better.

Overall St. Croix was a great place to visit & the family truly enjoyed our vacation which was
memorable. We will definitely visit St. Croix again.


